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Abstract
Pillow Princess is a project that explores the way identity is crafted, and relates
my own experiences with forming identity to handmade craft work. This work was an
installation that consisted of three quilts and five soft sculptures. With these pieces I
created a space that functioned as my bedroom, inviting viewers into one of my most
intimate and private spaces. Using color, form, and materiality I have used these pieces
to represent the campy femininity that I grew up consuming.
Forming relationships that function as a found family is an aspect of gay culture
that is necessary for many members of the community. In this work, I have examined
my own relationships and how coming into my identity as a dyke has been reliant on my
friendships with lesbians and queer people. In this writing, I look at how queer media,
found family, and specific lesbian identities have allowed me to find comfort as a lesbian
despite living in a culture that is homophobic.
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Introduction
Queer identities are crafted throughout our lives, changing and growing around
our communities, media, and the culture we consume. We internalize different
characteristics and aspects of the people we look up to and use it to build our own
identities. The way we make our identities mimics how craftwork is made by hand. The
care, time and labor that go into sewing, quilting, and making my work relates to the
time and labor I have put into crafting my identity. This link between the making of my
work and my identity is the basis for the work I have been making for the past two
years.
Coming into my own identity as a lesbian was not possible until I had a
community of other lesbians who became my found family. It was in the comfort of the
space I built with them that I could come to terms with that part of myself. Finding a
home in my community gave me the safety and comfort I needed to figure out who I
was. Through conversations and the sharing of experiences I was able to build a family
and have the support I needed to start living my life the way I should have been. Queer
experiences surrounding identity span a wide spectrum, but finding your community
that gives support and safety is so integral to being able to live your life how you need
to.
Since coming to terms with my own identity and building a life and home in the
people and spaces that have helped me, I have noticed a shift in how I move through life.
There is a certain comfort in knowing that I can go home to a space where I am safe and
loved. There is no longer the weight on me to make my life work with a man and the
emotional damage that comes from living that way. In this body of work I am exploring
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my own experiences with finding comfort in labeling myself as a dyke. Through my
installation I am creating a world that is centered on femininity, sexuality, and the ways
we present ourselves to the world. Looking at lesbian history and media, and my own
lived experience, I am creating a space that evokes the same type of emotions I have felt
as I have become more comfortable in my identity.
Looking at art and media that depict lesbian identity, with a focus on Jamie
Babbit’s 1999 film But I’m a Cheerleader, I’m interested in the way femininity and
womanhood is depicted in regard to lesbians. Babbit’s film is a comedy that satirizes
conversion therapy and the ways that masculinity and femininity are seen as identifiers
of sexuality. The protagonist, Megan, is a teenage girl who is sent to conversion therapy
by her family and friends, but denies her attraction to women on the basis that she is a
cheerleader who has a boyfriend. The film is a campy depiction of what it means to be a
cisgender heterosexual in society, and how to function as such. My work is interested in
the intersection of femininity and lesbianism, and using this film and other works of art
and media that address the topic, I am looking at how these depictions affect how
lesbians perceive their own relationship to gender. The overwhelming use of pink, soft
things, and rounded forms as identifiers that something is meant to signify women plays
a role in how I have approached my installation and sculptures.
Through content, color, and materiality I have made a space for people to engage
with and spend time in, a space to contemplate one’s own relationship with sexuality.
Using various fiber processes, I am exploring the relationship of the materials to the
home and the body. Rather than using iconography that explicitly references elements
of lesbian culture, I’m using color palettes, abstracted imagery of sex toys, and the
materiality of yarn to explore my own language to the history of the identity.
5

Media That Made Me
The media that has influenced my identity cannot be understated, as these
movies, TV shows, and soundtracks have often functioned as the background noise for
the bonding experiences that made me gay. When King Princess released Hit the Back
in October of 2019 it made me leave rugby practice at 7pm, go home, and end a three
year long relationship with the dude I lived with because it made me realize I was a
lesbian. There was also the hour-long conversation my best friend that I had in her car
the day before, and hours of discussions with my other gay teammates over the past 4
months that led to the breakup, but it was a song about a dyke bottoming that made it
click. The weeks that followed that were spent in the bedrooms and basements of the
community I always had access to but never felt a part of. It wasn’t just a song about
bottoming that pushed me out of the closet, but that song is a representation of my
newly formed relationships that made me finally feel in a position where I was safe to
come out. There were endless conversations, parties, and moments spent with my gay
friends really helped me understand myself as a lesbian and what that means to me. The
community that I had built made me feel a level of warmth and safety that I needed to
have this realization that I would never feel comfortable with a man.
Since getting over the initial excitement of being an out lesbian, I have been
looking back on my childhood and teen years to put together how I have come into my
identity. I started to realize all the ways that I have handpicked elements and people
from culture to use as the basis of who I wanted to be. My unhealthy teenage obsession
with Alexa Chung, the butch lesbian on my varsity softball team who I yearned for,
watching and rewatching the roller derby movie Whip It, and hundreds of other people,
moments, and pieces with media and culture gave me endless content to use to build
6

myself around. I built my identity using these pieces of media in the same way that I
have handmade the quilts and sculptures in this body of work. In no particular order,
here is a list of some of the media I can pinpoint as having influenced me, and therefore
feeding into the ways that I have formed relationships throughout my life.
Alex Chung’s It Girl
This book, which is mostly just photos of Chung and her hot friends, was one of the first
moments where I began to question my sexuality. I always thought that I wanted to be just like
her, but I slowly started to think that maybe it isn’t that I wanted to be like her, but that I wanted
to be with her. For sapphic women I think this is a distinction that a lot of us have trouble with.
Finding the line between “oh I think women are pretty” and “I think I want to be with women” is
something that was incredibly hard for me to sort out in my adolescence and into adulthood.
While I had friends who I repressed those feelings for, Alexa Chung being a celebrity made me
feel that it was okay to feel this way. I felt that it was a teenage girl’s rite of passage to have an
unhealthy obsession with someone famous, and since she was the It Girl of the 2010s that this
was normal. From this realization I remained “straight” while running a Tumblr blog that was
semi-devoted to Alexa Chung, her fashion, and her relationships throughout high school.
Looking back on this now there is an obvious queerness to this level of obsession, and every time
I wear a striped shirt I am reminded of this.
Jennifer’s Body
The pink, heart covered hoodie that Megan Fox’s character, Jennifer, wears in this movie
has been burned into my brain since 2009. This movie was, for better or worse, one of the first
times I saw women kissing each other and forming a sapphic relationship with each other. Since
its release in 2009, this movie has become a queer cult classing in the past few years as lesbians
have been writing op-eds, essays, and poetry about the film. The campy way that it makes
7

femininity something to be sexualized and feared is something that has always interested me.
Watching this movie as a young teenager taught me that its cool to wear pink and to hate men,
which are traits that I deeply internalized and are woven into the queer identity I began to build
for myself in my early twenties. While this movie has its faults, it planted the idea in my brain
that you can be overtly femme while still being strong.
But I’m a Cheerleader
But I’m a Cheerleader served as one long mood board throughout my process of making
this body of work. The campy aesthetic, the overpowering use of colors and monochrome
pallets, and the way that it uses humor to talk about the trauma of being a gay teen all have
pulled me back to it repeatedly since first seeing it. The way that Jamie Babbit mocks the idea
that certain clothes, hobbies, and mannerisms can make someone gay or straight is something
that I played with in the installation of Pillow Princess. I created a space that embodies the
Femme lesbian that I have never been able to express on my own body. One where we can lay on
the floor with our friends and talk about everything from the trials and triumphs of our hetero
past to our “Taylor Swift is a lesbian” conspiracy theories. I didn’t watch this film for the first
time until I fully came out, and had I seen it sooner I don’t think I would have the same
relationship to the straight media that queer kids stick themselves into, like I did with Jennifer’s
Body. However even in adulthood I formed a teen-like bond with the characters and with their
stories and felt such strong emotions for a piece of media that I hadn’t since I was young.
Cheap Queen
Cheap Queen is an album by King Princess that came out at the exact moment I needed it
to. King Princess herself is a figure that I have honestly been unintentionally modelling myself
off of since I was “bisexual”. In the same way that I wanted to be Alexa Chung in my
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adolescence, King Princess served as this god like figure for me during my queer coming of age.
It was listening to music exclusively by lesbians like her for months that made me question my
sexuality (again). A lot of queer people weren’t able to go through their formative years as who
they are, and to compensate for this we have another “coming of age” after coming out. This
period of time was when I formed my closest bonds and really began to build a family where I
could find home in the people I surrounded myself with. Cheap Queen puts into words the
lesbian yearning that I had unknowingly felt for years and connected me to women in a way that
I had been unable to until that point in my life.
Girl Bands
A lot of my adolescence was spent trying to distinguish between music being cool and different
and just bad. Burger Records, a now defunct record label that I based a lot of my identity on,
signed a lot of the bands that I idolized, and the aesthetic of it is ingrained in who I am. During
this time I spent hours online trying to find every all girl band that ever put their music online.
Similar to Alexa Chung, I thought that my obsession was because I wanted to be like them,
despite never playing an instrument or expressing any interest in making music. Bands like
Cherry Glazzer, Bleached, The Coathangers, and The Aquadolls gave me the relationship I have
with femininity. The aesthetic wasn’t tomboyish, but it wasn’t inherently fem either, both in how
they looked and how they sounded. I began to embrace this type of grimey femininity in the
early 2010s and never dropped it. While I no longer want to be a High Femme Lesbian, it’s
because so much of my aesthetic identity is rooted in this culture that I have begun to use my
work as an outlet to be Femme rather than my own body.
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There are countless other pieces of media and pop culture events that all combined to
make me the Femme dyke who I have slowly started to become. These pieces of culture have not
just served as point of entertainment, but rather as things that connected me with my queer
community through the thoughts, feelings, and opinions we have on them. My work has been
made listening to the new girl in red album, playing Muna’s Silk Chiffon music video on repeat,
and re-watching The L Word, and then calling my friends to re-hash Dana’s death while I quilt
and sew and tuft. Media has served as the foundation that my identity and found family has been
created, and I wish I could share it all with you, because it has all played a part in this project in
some way.
Other Relevant Media:
Submarine (2010), being not like the other girls in a hot way
Jenny from Gossip Girl
Marina & the Diamonds
Reality TV
Ribs by Lorde
The love letter Alex Turner wrote to Alexa Chung that someone posted online
Wow, I Can Get Sexual Too, my first interaction with female masturbation
Rookie Mag, finding queer community, actually learning about female masturbation
Skins UK
Doc Martens, my high school boyfriend’s mom telling me only skinheads and lesbians where
those where she’s from
Anthems for a Seventeen Year-Old Girl, going to Gay Prom
Tumblr, Instagram, Twitter, oversharing online since I was 14
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The US Women’s National Soccer Team
Orange is the New Black (2013-2020)
Blue is the Warmest Color (2013)
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The Intimacy of Sharing Bedrooms
When thinking about found family I am often thinking about the times my
friends and I have spent sitting on the floors of our bedrooms. While this is typically
associated with childhood sleepovers, I have spent endless time sharing bedrooms and
beds with my queer friends. I wanted to find a way to create this feeling of intimacy and
comfort that I have found in my friends, both in their presence and in the private spaces
I have shared with them. Our rooms are one of the most private spaces in our homes, it’s
a space that you need to be invited into.
Bedrooms have had specific ties to me in my relationships with other lesbians
and queer women. It has been in my room and the bedrooms of my friends where I have
had my most intimate discussions about sex, gender, fear, grief, and so many other
personal topics. It was the bedrooms that my friends opened to me when I needed them
the most that showed me the specific bond there is between queer people. When I
needed somewhere to stay my straight friends offered me couches and spare rooms but
the queer people in my life opened up their bedrooms to me, letting my share their bed.
This opening up of such a private space for a long period of time is something that has
stuck with me, and it is that experience and the emotions I felt that I wanted to convey
through this work,
The sculptural pieces, Pillow Princess 1-5 (fig. 6-9) and Pillow Princess (Holes)
(fig. 10) functioned in the space almost as furniture. Using acrylic yarn in mass
produced colors would give the viewers an immediate relationship with the material. I
wanted there to be a level of intimacy and comfort that I’ve found with my found family
within these bodily sculptures.
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I found them to be most successful in fig. 7, where I posed the two pieces
together. This interaction between the two pieces is almost human in the intimacy that
is created when they come into contact with each other. The shaggy surfaces become a
skin as these pieces are relative to the human body in scale. Walking up to them, I
wanted viewers to feel the urge to hug them, to touch them, to have some sort of contact
with them.

In my work moving forward, I am interested in finding a way to have the
sculptures interact more with each other to create more of a connection amongst
themselves as well as with the viewer. From the conception of this work, I knew I
wanted to play with soft sculpture and making material that functioned as skin. Over the
course of making the first of these pieces, Pillow Princess 1 (fig.6), I knew I wanted to
created works that were bigger and related more to the human body. From that idea, I
started playing with tube shapes, making Pillow Princess 3 & 4 (fig. 8 & fig.11) in a scale
that felt like a body pillow. This shape, with the material and the feminine colors, made
these objects functions in a way that made them approachable and comforting. They
stood in the space almost as furniture does in our homes.
Initially, I saw this installation as being more of a literal altar in the presentation,
with my initial sketches having these three “window” quilts with one central body in the
middle. This body would have either been one huge sculpture, or a stack of the
individual sculptures in different sizes and shapes. However, as I produced these pieces,
I realized that they each had their own identity and I wanted to give them their own
space. When trying out different ways of positioning them I found that moments like in
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fig. 7 were successful because it showed this connection between two distinct bodies,
whereas having them all in one stack took away the individuality that they each have.
Pillow Princess (holes) (fig. 10) is a sculptural work that has an entirely different
feeling than the others. These were made with a tufting gun, not hand sewn and latchhooked like the first 5 pieces. As I completed the shaggy pieces, I felt that the phallic
nature of most of them needed something to contrast it. I wanted to play with the idea of
the tubes versus these hole pieces. The inclusion of them in the final installation had
them serve as a transitional piece that would bring viewers around from the first wall
they would see (fig.2), into the more immersive installation space (fig. 1).
I allowed my project to become increasingly more femme throughout the
production of it. While reflecting on my own identity, relationship to Butch/Femme
aesthetics, and the spaces that I have occupied, the use of highly feminine colors became
a key feature of the work. Rather than focusing so much on specific imagery or pattern I
was more interested in how overusing shades of pink and purple could function in this
domestic space I was building. These colors were used throughout my childhood to push
this idea of femininity and womanhood being surface level experiences. I grew up hating
all things pink, frilly, and soft because our culture and media pushed this idea that these
things equate to being weak. Using these colors to create a space that references my
experiences with queer womanhood was my way of reclaiming them. I built my own,
queer relationship with these colors in the same way that movies like But I’m a
Cheerleader and Jennifer’s Body use traditional ideas of femininity to build new
narratives.
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Exploring Sexuality Through Quilting
When I started this work, the smaller quilts, Hitachi (fig.4) and Rabbit, (fig.5)
were the pieces that I first conceived of. I had this idea of them functioning almost as
windows or altars to the specific brand of sexuality that I have embraced. The dildos and
sex toys depicted in them speak to this idea of sex as something that happens with or
without a physical partner. Sex toys can function as an object of independence and
sexual freedom, they can bring you pleasure by yourself. I was thinking about how I
have seen sex toys being portrayed in our culture that represses women’s sexuality while
heavily sexualizing our bodies. I looked at different ways that I have encountered sex
toys outside of the bedroom, comparing things like Sinead in But I’m a Cheerleader
using a shocking device to masturbate while at conversion therapy camp and the sex toy
MLM party’s sorority girls threw when I was in college. This scene from a movie and this
real company both use sex toys to give women a certain level of control and
independence.
This independence is something that I wanted to honor, while also thinking more
critically about the role that sex has played in both my friendships and romantic
relationships. Sexuality is inherently tied to sex, and part of the reason why it has been
so much easier to talk about sex with my queer friends is because of the time we have all
spent breaking down and reconstructing our own ideas of sex. This gives me a different
level of intimacy with queer people than I had before. Being able to openly talk about my
sex life without fear of judgement has strengthened all of my relationships. There isn’t
embarrassment when sharing bad sex stories or if my friend’s dildo is on her nightstand
when I visit. I know that this experience is not exclusive to queer people, but there is a
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bond that is formed every time I meet someone, and we exchange our identities as a top,
bottom, or verse in the same way that we would zodiac signs.
These quilts function as an altar to this relationship I am able to have with my
friends and partners. Pleaser (fig.3) features 6 different sex toys that have either been
sent to me or I have sent to my friends as recommendations appliqued on top of
traditional friendship star quilting blocks. Traditionally, these simple quilting blocks
would be sewn by a group for a member of the friend group. I was interested in queering
this activity, swapping a sewing circle for video calling my friends, and then covering up
a lot of that work with sex toy silhouettes. In this process I have combined the concepts
of platonic friendship with sex in a way that abstracted these ideas. Lesbians are still
reduced to a porn category in a lot of situations, and I wanted to talk about the sexual
aspect of my identity in a way that those who know will understand without it being
obvious. While I see the place for more explicit imagery on this topic, I wanted to find
ways to address without needing to be so literal.
Combining elements of traditional and modern quilting, Pleaser served as the
centerpiece to the altar I was creating in my head from the beginning. From the
inception of this installation, I had this vague idea that the long quilt would act as an
altar to some part of my identity. Quilting gave me a way to place this work in a
bedroom, as the domestic aspect of the craft is apparent in these pieces despite them
living on walls and floors. Hitachi and Rabbit were aesthetically inspired more by
contemporary quilting and mid-century modern stained glass, however to situate these
more in the realm of relationships I wanted to include the friendship stars that are
rooted in tight knit friendships.
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In terms of color, the quilts use only shades of pink, orange, and white as these
are the colors that the younger generation of lesbians have kind of claimed as their own
and it was something I wanted to reference subtly, so even though these quilts with sex
toys are not only addressing lesbian experiences, I used color to kind of allude to it for
those who notice. From the start of these pieces I knew I wanted to stay in this Femme
color palette, but decided to include these three colors more prominently as it is another
way to signal to those who the work is made for.
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Conclusion
The final installation of this work combined all of the elements of queerness and
domesticity that were important to building my found family. Pillow Princess is a love letter to
the friends and media that helped me craft an identity that I could be comfortable in. The hours I
have spent quilting, sewing, and latch hooking were hours spent thinking about the root of my
relationship to sexuality, family, femininity, and relationships. During my childhood, I looked to
TV and movies to explain these ideas to me, and as an adult I have used that media to have
conversations with my queer community about what these topics mean to us and why. This
installation is a creation of the spaces that I have had these discussions in, and its success is in
the interactions I had during its installation. Standing between the sculptures and quilts I spoke to
my friends about the ways that media and their friendship played into the creation of this space.
Having created a space that facilitated these conversations that we have had in our homes and
private spaces makes this work successful for me.
Going forward, I expect to continue to deconstruct the ways that culture play into queer
identities. Using fiber as my means for this isn’t necessary for the subjects I want to address, but
I have found that right now it is the best way for me to work. I don’t know if I will continue this
particular body of work, but the themes of found family and queer domesticity will always be
important to my work in some way.
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Images of Work
All photographs are by the author

Figure 1. Installation view of Pillow Princess
Acrylic yarn, monk’s cloth, polyfil, cotton, cotton batting, carpeting,
2022

Figure 2. Installation view of Pillow Princess
Acrylic yarn, monk’s cloth, polyfil, cotton, cotton batting, 2022
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Figure 3. Pleaser
Cotton and cotton batting, 51 x 128in, 2022

Figure 4. Hitachi
Cotton and cotton batting, 35.5 x 51in, 2021
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Figure 5. Rabbit
Cotton and cotton batting, 35.5 x 51in, 2021

Figure 6. Pillow Princess I
Acrylic yarn and monk’s cloth, 20 x 20 x 24in, 2021
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Figure 7. Pillow Princess 2 & 3
Acrylic yarn and monk’s cloth, 13.5 x 28 x 42in and 52 x 14 x 7in,
2021

Figure 8. Pillow Princess 4
Acrylic yarn and monk’s cloth, 52 x 7 x 14in, 2022
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Figure 9. Pillow Princess 5
Acrylic yarn and monk’s cloth, 120 x 10 x 14in, 2022

Figure 10. Pillow Princess (Holes)
Acrylic yarn and monk’s cloth, each piece 25 x 6.5 x 25in, 2022
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Figure 11. Pillow Princess 3
Acrylic yarn and monk’s cloth, 52 x 14 x 7in, 2021
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